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What is the
Enneagram?

Welcome to the Enneagram and the Pursuit of
Justice! In our opinion, the Enneagram is one of
the best tools out there to engage with yourself
and your world in a more purposeful way. The
Enneagram teaches us not only what behaviors
we tend to repeat/default to, but WHY we do
them. Understanding our motivations is life-
changing when it comes to being intentional
about our lives and our contribution to our
world. We are beautiful, complex, work-in-
progress beings, and being able to look at
ourselves with honesty and compassion is one of
the best ways to make positive changes in our
own lives and the lives of those around us. There
are many different pieces to the Enneagram and
we are going to touch on a handful of them here.
Each one will give you another glimpse into
understanding yourself and your motivations,
and consequently, help you to take what you’ve
learned about yourself and lean into issues of
peace and justice in ways that are in alignment
with who YOU are. 

So what is the Enneagram? The Enneagram is a
theory of personality based on decades of
research and observation. It shows us nine
profiles of people who have the same
motivations and fears, and, because of this,
often similar behavior patterns. Different
Enneagram experts may differ on certain aspects
of the Enneagram, but the basics below are
generally accepted as main facets of this theory. 

You have your basic type structure (type 1-9)
and each type has a core motivation/desire and
core fear. So much of what we do is based on us
trying to achieve our core motivation and avoid
our core fear. But a lot of this is unconscious, so
we may not even realize that is what we are
going for. 

What makes the Enneagram so helpful is being
able to be honest with yourself about what
patterns or habits you get stuck in trying to
achieve a certain outcome. It isn't about shaming
yourself or focusing on your negative qualities,
but it IS about becoming aware of how your
attempts to reach your desire may be keeping
you in a cycle of unhealth. As ever-changing and
growing human beings, the Enneagram allows us
to see the box we’ve stuck ourselves in, and gives
us tools to get out of that box and be a whole,
healthy person. It can be a beautiful, but hard,
journey. But it is worth it. 

If you're unsure of your Enneagram number, it
might help to take a free online test as you begin
working through this guide.
 

https://www.truity.com/test/enneagram-personality-test


The busy, productive type. Sevens are versatile, optimistic, and spontaneous. Playful,
high-spirited, and practical, they can also be overextended, scattered, and undisciplined.
As children, they learned to nurture themselves by staying entertained and choosing
positive emotions. They constantly seek new and exciting experiences, but they can
become distracted and exhausted by staying on the go. They typically have problems
with superficiality and compulsiveness. At their best, healthy Sevens focus their talents
on worthwhile goals, becoming joyful, highly accomplished, and full of gratitude.

Sevens focus on the potential in themselves and others. They help other people see all
that is possible and inspire those around them to take more risks and not ask permission
to do what they want to do. They are the ones cheering others on. 

One of the hardest things about being a Seven is the simmering anxiety under the
surface. Sevens are afraid that if they give into feeling a negative emotion, they won’t be
able to get back out; they fear drowning in anger or sadness or disappointment. This
causes them to overbook and keep themselves busy to avoid feeling anything painful.

core fear
To be deprived or trapped in
pain/negative emotions

and the pursuit
of justice. 

TYPE  SEVEN

7ENTHUSIAST
MULTI-TASKER
ADVENTURER

core desire/ 
motivation
To be happy and fulfilled



Fives, Sixes, and Sevens are all trying to attempt to
understand what gives life. Their go-to strategy to
accomplish this is by pondering. They see life as a
challenge that needs to be figured out, but this is mostly
done in the head, not through action. The instinct is to
order their inner world of perceptions so they can solve the
problem of life. They desire inner guidance and safety and
will stay in their internal world until life makes sense. Fear
can paralyze these types, leaving them seeking safety in
their interior worlds. For Sevens, this looks like the fear of
missing out or being entangled in hopeless situations. So
their energy and attention goes outward to occupy their
minds: they tackle a challenge, create a more expansive
space to inhabit, or avoid dealing with their feelings. 

They instinctively ask, “Where am I? Is this a good place? Is it a safe space?”
Always evaluating: ”Where does my understanding fit in?” 5/6/7s also want to
contribute. But rather than trying to determine what will please, be valued, or be
unique, they want it to fit who they are in this world. 
They tend to nurture an inner reality. Always taking in sensory stimuli and ideas,
ordering it, and imagining possibilities or consequences flowing from them and giving
them a lot of attention and emphasis. 
Future orientation. What’s ahead? How can I prepare for it? How can we get there?
What will happen when it comes? 
Strategic. Because they’re always processing and thinking about the future, they
naturally begin to generate plans and possibilities. 
Head center people often wait before they act, before they move towards other people.
Constantly exploring options or possibilities.
Sevens tend to hold their feelings inside. They process them in their heads… if at all.
Rather than sitting with their feelings, they imagine scenarios that would have the
possibility of altering their feelings.

Each of the types has natural instincts, nurtured in us from childhood. These innate
instincts arose out of our primal need to be loved. They can become compulsions and make
a caricature of us OR they can be subverted and disempowered when they are brought to
light. Some of the typical instincts of the Seven include:

Instincts



Learn to sit with negative emotions in whatever way feels comfortable to you:
walking, breathing, talking to a friend.
Set timeframes for how long you will try something. Sevens often quit when it
becomes boring or uncomfortable. Try staying the course until your agreed
upon time to exercise your endurance muscles. 
Give yourself incentives to do the mundane tasks in life. Set dates to pay bills,
check your bank account, or get oil in your car. And when you do those things,
pair it with something that brings you joy.

Type Sevens are productive and joyful and bring light wherever they go. This puts
them in a unique position to engage with social justice and current issues in our
society. 
First, care for yourself. As a Seven, you tend to get scattered and flaky, avoiding
anything unpleasant, so it’s important that you:

THEN, GET OUT THERE AND DO THE WORK.

Enneagram for 
Justice Practices
ACTION STEPS

Because you’re natural ly  adventurous,  a quick
learner,  and ful l  of  good ideas,  consider engaging in
act ions l ike these:

 
 

Visit an area of conflict and allow yourself to feel the pain 
Bring your optimistic perspective to something that feels hopeless or broken
Use your charm and charisma to rally people around a cause you care about
As a natural risk-taker, volunteer to take on a justice-oriented task that
others might shy away from
Use fun and play to make a difference in the lives of those around you



What else can you imagine doing
that would flow from your
personality type?

What do you sense you need to do
to bring justice into your world?

When will you do it?

Who will you do it with?

May you always remember that
you have what you need to feel
joy in this world. Hard times may
come, but you will not be lost in
the darkness. When you feel
overwhelmed or sad, you will
make it through. May you rest in
the fact that you are enough.
The work you do out in the world
is good work. But you bring us
richness and depth and light just
as you are, even if you are not
always happy. We welcome the
full experience of your life. 



As we continue our pursuit of justice for the vulnerable, it’s essential that we
take time to nurture our own emotional and mental health as well. The
Enneagram is one tool that we can incorporate into our mental framework of
serving our neighbors well. When we better understand our core motivations
and fears, we can use that knowledge to equip ourselves to approach the work
in a healthier way. 

Our hope for this guide is that it breathes life into your personal journey toward
a more just world. We are here to cheer on the unique contributions that you
bring to the work, and we hope that you also take time to rest well and see your
value outside of the work that you do. 

We are on this journey
together - thank you for 
being with us.

Melissa Wilcox and Rob Yackley
thresholdscommunity.org
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